Issue: December 2020

Welcome to the Christmas Issue, we would like to thank
you for your continued support!
TRIPS

Even though Covid has restricted our activities it hasn't stopped us trying to get
out and about. Our first stop was a trip to the Imperial War Museum in Salford.
We were able to listen to the amazing poetry of Tony Walsh through an amazing
screen show. It was a really nice day as well as enjoying
the sights around the museum, we were also able to sit
along the quays and have lunch.
Next stop a few weeks later, Portland Basin. We looked
at some of the installations of how life used to be, It was
nice to have lunch along the basin, although the boys seem
to be a bit scared of the ducks !
Remembrance Day
We also secured a Remembrance Stall outside Hyde Town
Hall, courtesy of Councillor Fitzpatrick, to raise money
for the British Legion. Owen and Oliver came with me on
the day and helped run the stall. It was definitely quieter
in the Town Centre, but the boys were very well behaved
and represented the school well. The boys also worked
hard back in class creating some Remembrance poems.

Competitions

Back in the Summer Term I received an
email From the Anne Frank Society asking if
there were any pupils interested in writing
poetry around the subject of Anne Frank?
Both Ethan and Oliver took part in this competition and I am pleased to announce Oliver
was short listed as a highly commended poem. I have included the poem for you to
read, I think you will agree it is very powerful and as always Oliver likes to accompany
his work with drawings, which I think you

will find interesting. This article was
also included in the Tameside Reporter.
This project will form part of Oliver's
Asdan Award.

School re-opens on Monday 4th January at 9.15am.
Please remember to have PE Kits and Pumps in School for KS2 pupils www.thomasashton.tameside.sch.uk

DISCOVERY ACADEMY
Since starting the academic year in our new classrooms at
Discovery Academy, Peake and Columbus class have been super busy with lots of fun learning! Our Topics have been
Explorers and Real Life Super Heroes. Whilst learning
about Explorers, the children have created some amazing
art work including making their own astronauts from play
doh and painting their large astronaut for our display, and
they even made their own space shuttles from junk modelling! For our Real life Superheroes Topic the children did
some amazing paintings of a nurse and a doctor for our display, they made their own emergency vehicles using junk
modelling and we made some thank you cards to some real
life superheroes who have helped us in real life.
In PSHE we have been learning all about ‘The Colour Monster’ and his feelings. The children used different colour
paints to make a pattern on half of a butterfly wing and
then folded and pressed it to do symmetry printing. They
have also made sensory bottles and filled in some jars with
tissue paper for our display.
In Peake class we’ve been doing lots of baking! We have
made rocky road, cookies, buns, angel delight, biscuit decorating and gingerbread men.
We are now preparing for Christmas making our own decorations and learning about the Nativity Story.

Braille
We have been working on a gardening project where they went to
a local garage where they were given a tyre each to paint and use
them as a planter. They have also taken part in Christmas art
where they used their hands to make Christmas trees. They
painted their hands and stuck them to the paper to form the
Christmas tree shape. Braille class have been looking at different
styles of painting one particular one they were interested in looking at splash painting. The students went to Hyde and bought the
materials they needed to undertake this. They used a plain canvas
with different coloured paints and splashed them onto the canvas outside in the garden. The boys used art for various outlets included art therapy, they squirted paint on
paper and covered it with cling film. They then used their hands to smudge and glide
the paint to make various patterns, using the feeling of the paint for their sensory
needs. In addition to using art for the boy’s sensory needs, a pupil created his own
sensory board out of things he found in our forest school
Mandela Class
Named after Nelson Mandela who fought for equal rights for all, pupils have learnt how
he spent 27 years in Prison and later became the first black President of South Africa.
They have created their own Art based on the patterns, colours and shapes of African
Art. Children created weaving using different coloured paper and drew designs on
them, they painted a giraffe and used ideas from African patterns to create the background. We also tried potato printing to create patterns in bright colours.
Nightingale
This term the pupils in Nightingale group have enjoyed using plants,
leaves and outdoor materials to make their own collages. We have also
decorated the Blue Zone corridor to fit in with our Wild West Topic. The
pupils were drawn around to make life sized cacti and we have made our
own Native American headdresses.
Turing Group
We have been looking at the work of Vincent van Gough in the first half term. Pupils
looked at his use of colours and tried to replicate Starry Night and Bedroom.
This term, we have been looking at Gustav Klimt's work on trees. Students have put
masking tape over an A3 sheet of paper, painting the background in 'forest' colours.
When the paint dried, they peeled the masking tape off and then painted the vacant
space in gold.
Pupils have also taken an active part in making very tactile displays, a 'Holes' display in
half term one (using leaves and brown paint stuck to the display as turf), and for halfterm 2, a display for the book 'Stone Cold'. Students had a go at painting graffitistyle artwork on some brick backing paper, and used different fabrics to make collage
homeless men. They finished off the display by scattering the 'pavement' with rubbish.
In addition to this, we have been working our way through a 'Feelings Artbook', and
have done some dictated colouring in work that simultaneously acts as a calming task
for after high-energy blocks such as lunch, as well as developing and finessing concentration and listening skills.

Christmas Term 2020
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to all parents and carers for being so patient
and supportive in what has been a very challenging period for everyone associated with
Thomas Ashton School. This year has seen us welcome a record number of pupils on our
Bennett Street site in addition to the opening of a satellite provision for our youngest
children at Discovery Academy. We have made a number of new appointments, in addition
to myself. Emma Stewart is our new Deputy Headteacher and SENDCo, we also welcome
Liam White and Lauren Jones as new teachers. James O’Neill, Emily Barley and Lucy Owens have been appointed for our KS3 off-site programme. We have a number of new
teaching assistants including Daniel Sherlock, Leigh Walker, Jane O’Neill, Steve Edgar,
Louise Slater, Sayra Kamali and Jessica Pearson. Finally, Kerry Thompson is our new receptionist. Whilst some of these appointments have been the indirect result of Mr Elms’ retirement
after I took over his post and vacated my previous role, the others have largely been a natural consequence of the growth of the school.
We have had to manage all of this change within the midst a global pandemic which has had a massive impact on the way we organise in school. PPE, face-coverings, bubbles and social distancing have all become
part of our educational vocabulary. The effects of infections and isolation periods has led to approximately 90% of school staff requiring some time away from work and the effect of absent staff has
been a constant headache. I know we are not unique in experiencing staff absence but I suspect we
have been particularly affected because our children need consistency and deserve skilled and experienced practitioners. Throughout the pandemic we have done our very best to balance all risks in school
and I know that we have always prioritised children’s wellbeing above all else. I know that at times this
has also had an impact on families and I am truly sorry for this. We want all of our children in school
but we have to be confident that it is as safe as it can reasonably be. We have tried to keep you informed throughout this term and this has not always been easy, especially when balancing confidentiality
and safeguarding implications of information sharing. Like other schools we have also had to learn as we
have gone along. Ever changing guidance has not always helped in this respect.
For me, perhaps the most upsetting feature has been the impact Covid has had on relationships, perhaps
the most fundamental aspect of being human. Whether those relationships have been staff-to-staff,
staff-to-pupils or parents/carers-to-school, I feel that Covid has left its mark. At Thomas Ashton
School relationship skills are highly valued and often these involve spending time together and being
physically close; we have always welcomed visitors with a warm, hand shake; we comfort distressed children with an appropriate arm round the shoulder or an embrace. It has been difficult to cast aside such
basic instincts and, instead, reinforce that that we must stay away from each other (pupils, staff, parents, visitors). Within school staff have had to socially-distance which has meant that we have not been
able to meet in the ways that we have done previously. Morning briefings and staff meetings are now
invariably managed electronically these days. We are doing our best but it’s not the same.
Our ability to have visitors, including parents and carers, in school has also been compromised. For a
school that has always had an open door policy and prided itself on supportive relationships with parents,
this has been a particularly upsetting feature. I trust that our well-intentioned measures have not led
to a feeling that school is more remote or less welcoming than it used to be. Similarly, we feel cheated
that we cannot enjoy our usual Christmas activities together. We have also been denied a proper send
off for Mr Elms after everything he has given to the school. I look forward to a time when we can begin
to close that gap and rebuild our relationships once again. For now though, we still need to be strong and
make sure our efforts don’t go to waste.
What I do hope is that all of our families enjoy their time together over Christmas and, hopefully, we
can all look forward to a brighter future together.

We would like to thank Greggs Foundation for their continued support to our
pupils.
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Friday 18th December at 1.30pm
Monday 4th January 2020 at 9.15am
Friday 12th February at 2.45pm
Monday 22nd February at 9.15am

